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Have you ever been influenced by some important person that helped you be the person that you are
today?Also inside this room there is a nice home theater that includes a nice stereo and TV, and a new
compact computer.It is painted in white and has three windows decorated with beautiful curtains.On the

walls there are some family photos like the ones that show where my brothers and I were born, my
graduation photo, some family members photos like my grandparents, and some paintings made by one

of my brothers.Sometimes they push me in certain directions and have high expectations for me, but
now I really appreciate everything they have taught me. I understand why they do certain things and it is

because my parents want the best for me. On certain occasions I get mad, but later appreciate their
words of wisdom and understand.They are younger than me, but that doesn't matter because sometimes

people think that because they are older they know everything and that is not true, we can learn from
those younger than us too.The people that have had influence on me are the most important humans

beings, my family.Also the furniture is used by my brothers to sit and play nitendo, to study, or play with
the computer.Like for example, by being there when I needed somebody to talk to and giving me
speeches when I do something wrong.In conclusion families made the difference in many of the

situations that life gives you and without them you would be unable to give the love and support to your
children need which they need to become mature and responsible adults.I have been.But before I begin

talking about my family, I want to describe to you the place that we spend most of the time together
.which also means something important to me and my family.This room is small but cozy


